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I haven’t been out climbing much
recently or down to the wall due
to work pressures – my own fault
so no sympathy required but I
have missed the climbing. I even
thought once or twice about stopping and had a couple of days
out where I didn’t do much – but
2 weeks ago I went to the
Roaches and actually did a bit of
rock. It really made me realise
again why I climb and probably
why we all do it – it’s a great release from the worries one has
and a personal challenge –
whether it’s a diff or an E5- that
we have to fulfil. It made me realise that although I’m a fat old
bastard and unfit I can still get up
the odd VS – so I’ll carry on until
either I can no longer bend far
enough to get my boots on or I
can’t afford the petrol and the
rope.
By the way – if anyone wants a
day out on a Sunday or a Monday and needs a partner try my
number – its just to your left.

webmaster@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Cottage Bookings: Robin Phillips
Telephone: 01248 811203
cottagebookings@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Main front cover Picture
Alice Dagg cranking hard at
Bas Cuvier - Fontainebleau

Anyway enough of the maudlin
stuff – if you’re able get out there
and get some climbing in – take
some pics and write some
words – hopefully I’ll see you
there.
Good climbing
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PMC AGM 2003
Review of the main points agreed at the AGM.
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About 25 members attended.
Mins of 2002 AGM accepted.
No matters arising from 2002.
All Officers reports given despite absence of Richard Ford, (on hol)
Rob Pontefract (stuck in Kenya) & a chairman.
Reports by co-opted members given. (Training & Website which will
be going ‘live’ in July)
NML (cottage) report healthy bank balance even after many improvements
this year.
ELECTION of OFFICERS
Chairman Will Kimberly
Secretary Richard Ford
Treasurer Chris Rea (accountant from Thrapston; knows Neil Costello
& the Jeffs)
Membership Sec - Lin Marsh - Club Events Kevin Trickey
Newsletter Editor - Nick Downey - (Paul Rowlands continues as Ed &
publisher)
Climbing Wall Trustees - Jon Darling & Jack Rowlands who will assume
the duties but will become a legal trustee in Aug when he is 18.
NML Guarantors - Peter Lane, Mark Jeffs.
Auditor. - Neil Costello
ALL OFFICERS WERE ELECTED UNAPPOSSED
Annual Subscriptions for 2004 set at Family £36 & Individual £25
after much discussion about the uncertainties the BMC are having over
setting their own subscription rate.
Review of PMC paying PTSC subs:- to continue despite PTSC raising
sub to £15 each.
PMC grants paid out just over £1700 last year. Cap of £2500 to remain
the same. PMC committee to discuss qualifying criteria at next meeting.

14
a)

AOB
Mike suggested we find alternative venue for AGM’s because of the noise.

b)

Mike suggested we keep annual subs low by seeking a levy holiday
from NML in view of their healthy financial position. Monica (NML
Treasurer) said we had had a holiday last year. Dave Peck (PMC out
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c)

d)

going Treasurer) said no we hadn’t. We paid our levy in full. Monica
said she hadn’t received it. Result IMPASS
E. Monica directed to
find out where it has gone.
Dave BK suggested we make the Office of Club Events a permanent
office as it is the key position to club activity. Much nodding ensued
but this would have to be ratified by next years AGM. Similarly
Club Newsletter should be permanent because if we don’t communicate with members we don’t have a club. New committee to look at
club structure.
Agreed donation of £500 to mountain rescue teams.

Multi-Media Show
June 8th 2003
A good turn out of about 30 people saw the introduction of a mid-season slide
show event held at the Wall. An addition to the usual event held in December, it
was billed as a `Multi-media show` and held in the wall itself.
The stage was set, a super wide screen (a king size sheet) four speakers that
wouldn't have looked out of place at Glastonbury, a mixing deck, a lap top PC
and 2 projectors (Big thanks to Mat Witt, Morgan and Kev Trickey)
The show started with a superb set of slides and a talk from Charles Clay, who
had spent 10 days trekking around the Annapurna sanctuary in March. The pictures were truly awesome and gave a real feel of the scale of things. Next came
the culmination of hours of hard work from Dave B.K. and Jack, editing three
and a half hours of video footage down to what can only be described as a ‘Truly
inspirational 45 min DVD’. Mostly set to some really fine music, it really captured the true essence of a trip to Fontainebleau. A work of art that surely must
be up with a chance of an Oscar nomination!
Pizza was laid on for the interval before returning for a quick look at some of
Colin Edwards slides of the ‘Mothers day trip to Stanage’ and some assorted
slides from Graham Robinson.
The show was finished with another DVD that Jack had made of the Sheffield
round of the 2002/3 A5 British Bouldering Competition. Featuring some of the
best boulderers in the country competing, Including our own Beccy Gibson and
Jack Rowlands. A great success, I look forward to the next one in December.
Copies of Font 2003 DVD can be purchased from DBK for £5.00 Tel: 01733 756209
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Should my fingers look like that?
By Graham Robinson

Looking back the best way to describe the Font trip is WOW! No fancy

wording necessary. Before I went out I was a little apprehensive to the whole
Font scene, especially after tales of “interesting” down climbs/drops. From
my limited experience, I did not really think much to the UK bouldering
scene. Being of the opinion it has a rather elitist attitude, where local boulderers wouldn’t speak to you unless you had a down jacket, pulled down
beanie hat and were too cool to look as if you were enjoying yourself. Out in
Font things are a little different.
Making the most of the bank holiday, an extra day either side was taken off
work and away we went. I had the difficult role of sitting in the back relaxing
while Sara and Ian drove. Which I think I performed rather well. Especially after our little side trip into the car friendly city of Paris. I believe, had I been
driving, we’d still be circling the city now.
It was easy to get into the relaxed routine of the trip. Fresh pastries and hot
drinks for breakfast then collecting your baguettes for lunch. We do knock
the French, but they do know how to bake bread. I am not a fan of coffee,
but our driver is. Sara’s eyes would soon glaze over after the first sip of strong
morning coffee. That would be the only moisture they’d receive due to not
blinking for the next 20 minutes. It was good apparently.
The hardest problem in Font is finding a secluded bladder relief spot. You
could wander around for hours and still keep bumping into climbing parties.
The second hardest problem is not over doing it. There is not enough skin on
your fingers to satisfy the number of routes you wish to attempt. This was
my greatest down fall, not being able to restrict myself.
The forest of Font certainly hides its boulder fields well. Locating each site
amongst the network of roads is quite a challenge. Got to love mobile
phones, which came in useful a few times. With so many great areas in relative close proximity, you are spoilt for choice.
One of my highlights was solving a overhang problem (Franchard
Cuisiniere) that nearly every one had a crack at. Starting with double handed
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under-cling, hooking a right heal, laying off the crack and then finally catching the juggy top. Then the fun began and the style quickly vacates. I’ll speak
for myself there. Not sure how I topped out, maybe through shear determination and group encouragement. It had nothing to do with technique. But
hauling over the top made me rather happy.
This brings the topic of cuisine, more to the point snails. Like with all
things, well most things, you should always try them once. Had to be done,
shall not be done again! The most creative and appetising description would
be chewing upon garlic snot! And yes about as much fun as trying to keep up
with Alice on a run. Close to our hotel we had an Italian restaurant, where I
hope the lone waiter is off his recent medication and not having too many
flash backs from “that” rowdy crowd of thirsty Brits! We did take over and
challenge their service.
Now if you thought politicians were good influencing a decision in their
favour, you’re not played volleyball against the seniors! I have not seen so
much cheating since a certain spectator requiring Benalin waited for his turn
on who wants to be a millionaire. A lot of fun was had, not too sure on the
performance of the umpire, the height of the “imaginary” net seemed to alter quite frequently. Then again line calls were on the difficult side to call
thanks to passing cars erasing our court. Could they not see we were professionals? I pleased to report that the best team did win, and that’s a totally unbiased point of view. (Maybe!)
Sharing a room with more than four pairs of 5.10s is not the most appealing
prospect. Kevin came up with the genius idea of hanging them outside over
night. If left indoors, you certainly wouldn’t struggle falling asleep, more like
lose consciousness.
Cul-de Chien was my favourite location. Very diverse due to being similar
to bouldering on a beach without any sea. Quite different to back in the
peaks. It was unfortunate the rain appeared at lunch calling a premature close
to what would have been a top day, all those 6s I had planned for the afternoon!? One particular problem I was pleased to conquer shall be known as
Sara’s slab. A rather featureless problem with nice subtle moves. More so if
you possess short arms. This is one Sara will return to. Unfortunately for Sara
it wasn’t the rock that beat her, more the water dripping down the smears.
Therefore footwork was about as helpful as French motorway signs.
Weather certainly stopped play on the final day. The practical decision of
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returning early was made, or be it via a detour reconnaissance trip to Elephant. What an incredible place. I almost wish we hadn’t visited. Immensely
frustrating to have these great lines surround you, but being out of bounds
due to dripping wet. I felt like a child who could see his Christmas presents
but wasn’t allowed to play with them. Certainly a case of , ”look don’t touch”.
Not only did this trip persuade me my climbing technique needs improving, but also my French. Biggest triumph was ordering (en Français) stamps in
the post office. Now the successful result had nothing to do with my British
accent, showing the lady my postcards and holding up 4 fingers! That wasn’t
my only French embarrassment. While ordering breakfast at the epicerie, I
requested a pain au chocolat from the women behind the counter. “C’est
combien?” Was her response. Mistaking this for, “how much”, I optimistically
guessed I could choose a larger one. After checking the display once more
and failing to spot such as option, Ian informed me, she meant “how many”.
D’oh. Can’t walk out of that one with respect in tact.
So many problems, too little time and too many exposed nerve endings in
your fingers. Bring on next
year. For the return visit
preparation I have already decided not to bother with
training, just going to pickle
my fingers in surgical spirit. It
was a great trip, well organised
and further proof how versatile a sport climbing is. Font
possesses such a great atmosphere with so many different
nationalities all with the common desire to get off the
ground!
Just as a footnote (no pun
intended). I am not sure if the
BMC will be covering Frisbee
throwing any more. Too high
risk and dangerous an activity.
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THE PRESIDENTS BBQ MEET
Emma Lipton

The idea of going to Wales with the PMC was so exciting, until I had
been squashed into the back of Mat Green's Toyota Celica for near three
hours. We arrived to a bunch of drunken, giggling and hungry climbers,
starving ourselves and not exactly very happy bunnies.
But all that soon changed, bright eyed and bushy tailed the following
morning we were off to Little Tryfan, seeing as I was anticipating climbing my very first lead and the rock looked fairly daunting! "At least it's
on a nice angle" was the only thing I could say to disguise the fact that I
was actually terrified. As we clambered over the fields, sties and sheep
poo to get to the rock butterflies were forming in my stomach and all of a
sudden it didn't seam like such a good idea.
I had done plenty of outdoor climbing before now and was more than
happy with my level of climbing so what was my problem? This time I
had to concentrate harder, this time if I fall I would fall a considerable
length as oppose to a bit of a jolt and being caught on top rope.
I decided the best this to do would be to top rope a couple of routes first,
just to get the feel of the rock and give myself a bit of a confidence boost.
After an hour or so, and a bit of scrambling around to familiarise myself
with the climb, I decided just to get stuck in. As I loaded up my harness
with every bit of gear we had with us and I was tied in, a sudden wave of
nerves came over me. The main piece of advice I had been given was to
always put loads of protection is, do I did.
Fair enough, I probably didn't need to put a cam in one metre off the
ground but I thought 'better safe than sorry!' The climb took me about
three times as long as anyone else and that wasn't the end of it. As I steadied myself on a decent looking belay ledge, my mind went blank. "How
do I do this bit again?" Quite unfortunately I had completely forgotten
everything Ross had told me to do when I was ready to belay him up and
past me.
Luckily a very kind man about two metres across from me talked me
through the process of setting up a hanging belay step by step. It definitely would not have been quote so successful if the man had not been
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there to help. After all the excitement of climbing my first lead and then
having a go at a couple more, and I remembered how to belay this time,
we all headed back to the hut. As the evening progressed, the beer was
flowing and the drinking games started!And I would just like to take this
opportunity to say thanks guys but I was not a big fan of the 'boat game'!
However, the crazy dice game went down a treat, with a final picture of
twenty bums, left ankles, thumbs, chins and right shoulders all mingled
into one great piled heap of people in what appeared to be adult, alcohol
induce twister!
The following morning we decided we had to have a bite at Pete's Eat's
or would collapse, after a full English and a couple of pints of tea, we
went off in search of some more rock. Sunday didn't go as well as Saturday, seeing as we were all fairly hung over and had no energy whatsoever, we spent most of the day moping around and looking at scenery.
Overall, the weekend was fantastic, I had a massive feeling of pride
from climbing my first lead and the evening's entertainment had been hilarious fun. As this was my first trip away with the PMC I had not known
what to expect, I was made to feel really welcome by all the guys and
now am looking forward to the next trip to the hut.

User friendly ‘Tryfan Fach’
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Font
Bouldering
Much has been written about mountaineering to describe; the challenges, the epics, the deaths and the immense beauty of routes, but little
has been written about bouldering. Does a trip to Font create tales of
frostbite, storms, incredible run outs? No, my memories are of sunlit picnics and padded landings. Perhaps my strongest memories are of some
beautiful moves on rock. That committing move on an arête, finger jamming the top out of a red route, learning to use tiny, tiny crimps. Is this the
core of bouldering? The purer expression of climbing?
Mountains have become loaded with cultural associations and history, to
say nothing of ironmongery and fixed ropes. For myself a mountain route
will carry overtones, be it echoes of pre Christian Welsh monsters or the
style used by illustrious first asscentionists. These cultural influences
shape how and why I climb a route, laying a context for my feelings. Battling monsters is an adventure, following
a figure from climbing history is an affirming link to the climbing world. The experience of bouldering is however not like
this. Bouldering as a distinct activity is
relatively new and has as yet few links to
cultural motifs. Standing in front of a
boulder there is no pile of cultural baggage to scramble over before starting the
route. This is I think what makes bouldering a purer expression of climbing, not
that it is free of ropes and anchors but
that it is free of cultural associations and
has escaped becoming a symbol. Will
this last? Will in 50 years time bouldering
be as laden with meanings as mountaineering or will it remain free?
Cul di Chien
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Looking down into the Langdale valley. Harrison’s Stickle centre, Pavey Ark to the right.
The Barclays hut can be seen nestling between two dark trees, Bottom left.

Looking across Blea Tarn to the Langdale Pikes
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THE OLD MAN OF STOER
OR - What not to do on Friday 13th!

By Jon Darling (featuring Jez Gittins and Nick Duckett)
(Edited by Simon G-B)

On the 12th - 15th of
June eight intrepid
climbers set off for
Scotland to climb the
Old Man. Leaving
Thursday evening Jon,
Simon and Ross departed to collect Beth
from Sheffield while
Richard, Nick and
Mick left to collect Jez
from Glasgow airport.
The drive was pleasant
with only Simon aware
of how far north we
were actually going.
Needing a place to
stay on Thursday night,
Simon had arranged
excellent accommodation in the garage of
Oonagh Pilkington and
Steve Trewhella in
Nairn, near Inverness,
complete with climbing
wall. The day dawned
bright (and very early)
as we set off for the
remainder of the journey on ever narrowing
roads.
Jez Gittins writes “The day started well
with us all waking up
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in some random garage in a strange housing estate in Scotland. Concrete floors
are not that comfortable to sleep on at the best of times and I didn’t know where
I was but at least we had a roof!
I had been picked up in Glasgow having flown from Spain via London and was
quite fresh after not having to drive all the way up into Scotland. Apparently it
was Steve and Oonagh’s house! We said hello and then left them for an uneventful journey arrived via Ullapool at Lochinver, the nearest point of civilization to
our target.
The Old Man of Stoer is a sandstone sea stack some 65m high sat on a platform just off the coast of Sutherland. We had a small hike over some hills and
over to the coast. The weather was good, dry, cloudless and mild. As we neared
the coast we saw the stack and all took our own tourist pics to remember the experience by.
As we got a little nearer we also saw some discarded gear and ropes left in
desperation on the stack and were reminded about what may happen to us. And
we were going to try and climb the stack on Friday 13th!”
The intrepid climbers trek in for an appointment with an Old Man

Jon – We had arrived at the area for mid morning just as the tide was bottoming
out and with much anticipation (that turned to brown trouser action).
The descent to the beach was easily E8 and generally not pleasant and standing
under Stoer gave us some perspective of height that we missed from the cliff top.
Bags were unpacked and Ross prepared for his epic swim to set up the Tyrolean
traverse. He was saved a dunking by Richard however, who found a path over (it
was a very low tide) and we set the rope without getting wet. Geared up, Simon
attached himself to the Tyrolean and jumped off a ledge, only to then land on his
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back 4 feet lower on another ledge as he took up the slack. We did try and warn
him, although maybe a bit quietly!
Jez again - “Pairing up, I climbed with Richard McCrone a newcomer to the
PMC expeditions who seemed keyed up for the experience. That left Beth Rawson with Simon, Ross West with Jon and Nick Duckett with Mick Brunton. We
were all keen to summit and so Simon led off from an interesting, slimy looking
5a finger traverse. Richard and I moved around the base and dropped down to a
cleaner looking slab and geared up leaving our shoes on a ledge. Our first pitch

Hand in the water, SGB narrowly escapes a soaking
was uneventful but rope drag, exposure and the wind made communication almost impossible. The route was a VS, but with all the exposure it surprised me in
places.”
Jon - Paired off with Ross, we began the climb on a horrible, wet, green and
slimy 5a traverse over the sea with little gear. This is the traditional start and
worse than wet slate. Four of the group decided to walk around the back and
start climbing, easy to do at low tide. The climbing was good on the sea facing
side, as it was dry and very grippy, however the wind stopped us hearing anyone
more than 6 feet away. The other side was without wind but still wet, so take
your pick of which you prefer. The climbing in pairs caused the odd delay but
nothing too much at the start.
Jez – “The second pitch was the crux with limited gear for the leader but Richard led and seemed confident. Seconding, I found that the VS seemed to have
turned into an E2 as the rope led me over a nice exposed overhang, funny VS
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that! I learned later that Mick, who was leading after me, fell as he thought I
knew where I was going. Not really, I just didn’t have a choice! In places the
rope drag on the stack was immense.”
Jon – About halfway up Jon and Ross met up with Mick and Nick at a small belay ledge waiting for Jez to second Richard through the crux. Unfortunately
Richard was a little off-route and so when Mick started, he followed Jez’s line,
through a little overhang. He managed to do the overhang well and looked like
he had done the tricky move when, WHOOOSH! There he was, just by us again.
A good size fall with no warning, well held by Nick who had never held anyone
before! Regaining his nerve Mick restarted the pitch and went well away from
the overhang this time. Nick duly followed while Jon and Ross found ways to
stave of the biting wind!
Ahoy matey’s. Jez atop the old man

Nick tells his part of the story.. “This was my first trip with PMC and the first
multi-pitch climb I’d done. Being graded VS 4c and only seconding it I thought it
would be no problem. It was decided I’d climb with Mick Brunton who was
happy to lead all the pitches. We went through a few things at the bottom and
when the first pitch was clear we headed up.
The climb to the first belay was easy and I was confident that we’d have no
problems. The second pitch was a bit different; after watching Richard and Jez
climb an overhang Mick pointed out they’d gone off route, but decided to go the
same way anyway. Just as he’d looked to get over the overhang he slipped and
took a 10-metre fall, bashing his hip into the rock. Luckily his Friend 2 held.
Probably a bit shaken (but not showing it) he got back on and continued to
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climb, this time sticking to the route. I was impressed; I think I was more scared
than he was! Being the first time I’d stopped a fall, I was starting to realise that
things can go wrong.
Before the rest of the climb I was apprehensive and hoping for no more falls
especially as most of the time we were out of sight of each other and the wind
was making it hard to hear each other’s calls.
I was relieved to see the top and see Richard and Mick who let me abseil down
before them. Well worth the 1,200 mile round trip.”
Jon continues - As we set off up the second pitch Beth and Simon had finished
and came past on the abseil, looking jubilant and relieved, until they got down
and discovered the tide had come up some considerable way, but everyone successfully managed to top out. The trip was a success!
After we had abseiled down we found that the tide had risen by over 5m! And
there was now no chance of Richard and Jez retrieving their shoes, which were
left around the far side of the stack. Luckily, the 10m Tyrolean traverse would
get us all back to the mainland, albeit shoeless (and in Ross’s case wet through –
cos of some “unfortunate” rope sag!). Then as if by magic Beth spotted two pairs
of shoes floating down the channel between the stack and the mainland. That
prompted a bit of fishing and we eventually retrieved them, soaking wet, but undamaged!
The tide was way up now and stories were being traded about the amazing
shoe rescue. Only Jon to come down the abseil and we were off to the pub!
Having never used a prussik before he tied the tightest one he could and off he
set - to somehow get stuck 30m up. The prussik had worked its way up into the
belay device and he was stuck!
Jez (again) - “Last off, Jon descended and somehow got stuck 30m up the abseil
rope. The prussik had worked up into the belay device! After I sent him up some
more prussiks to allow him to tie off and release the trapped one he managed to
leave one behind. Unfortunately it was 30m up joining both ropes so now our
releasable abseil rope could not be pulled down! Reluctantly, because I was the
only person still left on the stack, I volunteered to climb up the ropes on a shunt
and retrieve the offending prussik. I wouldn’t recommend doing this to anyone,
it is not easy!”
The climb completed we headed back to the cars and to find a campsite and
food. For some reason Scotland shuts early and with no campsites around, some
time was spent in the pub and then camping in the local (drunk) butcher’s garden
for which we were very grateful, except it turned into “midge central” in the
morning.
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Saturday was bright and warm and we debated where to climb. Initial thoughts
had been Am Buchaille - another stack further north, but we were all tired and
would never make the tide window, so we opted for a day cliff climbing at Reiff.
This was a very pleasant location with nice short routes and a stunning view.
Climbing was interspersed with seal spotting and lazing about.
Leaving there we went looking for a nice pub meal and encountered another
very drunk Scots man talking to himself. Must be our influence in Scotland that
everyone is drunk around us. The majority of the lads liked this pub, as it was a
game to see who got the best look down the barmaid’s top!
We then departed for a campsite to pitch tents in the rain, the first decent
squall all weekend. Six of us headed down to the local beach to discover a roaring and abandoned fire complete with extra logs, so we decided to burn them
and lots of beach debris. This proved useful as Jon forgot to call “safety” and
with not a “doorknob” in sight Mick simply threw him in the sea, very funny (in
retrospect).
During the night it rained constantly but the morning was just cloudy, so after
some quick porridge we packed up and started the long trek home with plans to
meet up for a spot of lunch on the way. This concluded a very memorable weekend with some excellent climbing and lots of little epics along the way. Definitely worth the trip, just check your tide-table and take some trunks (and two
prussik loops).
The jubilant climbers
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Lessons from the Old Man
By Simon Gough-Brown
Following our little adventure to
climb the Old Man of Stoer, I
thought some lessons which we
learnt might be valuable to everyone - even if you are not climbing a
sea stack miles from the English
Mainland, but perhaps in the Peak
or Wales. Anywhere where you are
roped to a climbing partner for
safety and support.
1. Gear placement – be ready for a
fall even if you are not expecting it.
Seems obvious really, but putting too
little gear when you are climbing or
not putting gear in at the top of the
route when you can see the belay, etc.
Set up an adequate belay which will
support a direct fall and the shock
weight of two people not just one.
2. Watch the climbers around and above you – they may be about to fall off and
hit you (Mick!). Wait if you are unsure, until they have protected their moves
and won’t swing into you if they fall as you move up.
3. Don’t try to overtake the climbers in front except at a belay stance when they
should give way to you if they are slower. Be patient, enjoy the scenery and
make the most of the fantastic position which your God has given you the opportunity to enjoy. If you try to overtake your ropes will inevitably get twisted with
the other party and your second may be forced to untie in order to get around the
problem. This happened twice for Jez on Stoer.
4. Extend, extend, extend – extend your quick draws with slings or longer QDs
when not on bolts. Short QDs are great for bolt ladders, but useless for keeping
the friction down. If your rope is pulled in towards the rock face by a piece of
protection, then extend it. Two QDs are better than one in this case. If you can
afford it replace the tape on your QDs with longer tapes (25-30cm) or buy a secTake in! - The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Newsletter

ond set of QDs for longer mountainous routes where extension is vital. If you
look down and see your ropes “stitched” to the rock, then you are not extending
enough. Drag can pull you off if you don’t control it.
5. Communicate - this is a partnership!!! It is unlikely that they will be able to
see the whole route you are doing, so talk to each other and tell them what problems or successes you are having. As well as motivating them or giving them
some idea of what is going on, this also means that you can tell when you are out
of voice range or when the rope is running out.
6. In windy or bad conditions belay more often, so that you can hear and communicate successfully with your partner. The wind on the Old Man was terrible
on one side and communication was difficult, but on the leeward side it was a
pleasure to climb.
7. Belay positions on a sea stack where the climbing goes around the stack are
more difficult, but extend your belay until you can see where your partner is going to climb. Don’t belay back from the edge, belay hanging over the edge wherever possible. If you can’t see them then you can’t advise them and don’t know
if they are getting off route. You certainly can’t rescue them so easily if you are
tied into a corner away from the action.
8. Route finding is difficult on a multi-pitch route where you have only the flimsiest ideas of where to go. Following the chalk of previous climbers may be useful, but can be wrong, so beware. Retreat if necessary and try a different approach. Don’t just carry on regardless - you may regret it. Remember, enjoyment
is one of the reasons for climbing so don’t make it too hard for yourself.
9. Etiquette is important in a sport like climbing where there are no strict rules
and you just piss people off if you don’t respect their commitment and are polite
and patient in the way you treat them. Both on and off the crag respect others
right to be there, even if you don’t respect them as climbers (or as people).
10. Coiling of ropes. This came a complete shock to me when I saw some of the
Old Man crew coiling their ropes at the end of the day and had to spend half an
hour untying the resulting mess the next day. Loop the rope over the back of
your neck and then wrap the rope around the bit going over your neck – NOT
the ends hanging down. If you don’t a mess ALWAYS ensues. I thought that
everyone knew that, but apparently not.
11. Sea water is salty (ask Ross)! Wash your gear when your partner has taken a
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dip during his Tyrolean traverse back from the Old Man (it was very funny, but
he had some of my gear on his harness!). Wash it in clean water when you get
back and then dry it and lightly oil whilst operating the cams or gates, etc. with
WD40. Soak your ropes thoroughly in clean water in the bath (no washing powder and no machine washing), then hang them up and allow to dry. Although a
sniff of sea air is good for your lungs (gets rid of the smoke fumes!), it is not so
good for your ropes. Even if they did not get wet in the sea, it is safest to wash
them anyway.
12. Don’t hang around doing nothing at the belay. Whilst your partner is sorting
out one of the ropes, do the other, or re-rack ready for the next pitch. 10 minutes
saved at each belay could be the difference between getting wet on the Tyrolean
and keeping dry and warm (Ross). The rule is you should always be doing something. If you can’t think what it is, ask your partner.
13. Setting up an Abseil – setting up twin ropes for abseiling means tying a
Granny knot in them (with no stopper knots, but a long tail) and pulling them
down after you. Remember which one to pull through (and let everyone else
know too). Try to ensure that the ropes can’t get caught in a slot as they are
pulled down (unlike the party before us on the Old Man who left 2 full length
half ropes for us!).
14. Abseiling – it is safest to use a prussik loop and certainly the first man down
a rope should always use one in case the rope is caught and needs to be released
or de-tangled, but after that don’t bother. It is quicker and getting off the sea
stack quickly and could be the difference between getting wet on the Tyrolean
and keeping dry and warm (guess who?).
15. ALWAYS take 2 prussik loops with you (one and a spare) - you can use it
when climbing up as an extender or a sling, but when you are on your way down
and your loop gets caught in your belay plate, you will be glad you did (Jon!).
16. Adventure is good for you, but in an adventurous situation, the grades seem
harder than they are. Expect to get nervous and edgy, but remember that this is
an easy grade for you and be confident in yourself.
Above all – HAVE FUN and keep being adventurous.
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Guess the route ?
Last issue’s Guess the route was ?
‘Tennis Shoe’ 3* S On Idwal slabs
Ogwen valley.

Here’s another: Probably the most
famous British rock climb. This perfect line in the middle of two featureless walls provides an immaculate
pitch. Start below it.

Last issues “Which route am I on”
`Long Tall Sally’ E1 5b at
Burbage North.

Where are we ?

Which route am I on ?

Last issue we were looking at a view of ‘Great Gable’
Lake District N. Park. Try this easy one below!
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My first Font
Got up early on Thursday and left for work and a kind of nervous anticipation
rose all day. Arrived at 5:30 at Kevin’s, my guide for the adventure, and we set
off once Alice arrived a little late for Dover to meet the 20 something other nomads looking for rocks. “Never mind!” said Kev, “Loads of time!” We got there
with time to spare, the last ones but only to find Paul had somehow damaged his
Achilles playing Frisbee in the ferry car park. Not the best start to the holiday.
Eventually we arrived last again in Arras for my first experience of the F1 hostels.
Friday morning saw us set off for Bas Cuvier, Fontainebleau and my nervous
anticipation rose. What was this mysterious climbing Mecca like? “Lots of boulders and lots of trees” everyone who’d been there said. I wasn’t disappointed,
there were lots of boulders and lots of trees and a magical collection of Bouldering, scrambling and walking routes in between. You could get lost here for days
on end. There was plenty to do and I played safe on the easier routes, just yellow
for today! The grades varied with boulders of all sizes, shape and angle. Some
had shallow slabs and some steeper ones as could be judged by the random
shouts drifting through the trees of “Ni, Ni”!! That will be Alice then on something steep! This proved to be a good day and a good introduction to the world
of slopey mantle top-outs that seem to make up 90% of the routes!
Saturday was a great day. This was our first full day and we spent it at Gorges
Apremont where everything was generally a little steeper but the friction was
better. I moved up to the orange grade and had a fantastic day with quite a few
satisfying routes bagged. These included delicate slabs and a punchy, strenuous
overhanging rockover. This was my best route in Font. “Hump It!” someone
shouted as I tried to get my leg up above my head and pull over the roof. “Hump
it!” Others took up the cry and with one great surge I pulled through. “Well and
truly shagged it” I cried, fists clenched! With that I called it a day and we finished the day with a huge improvised volleyball game in the car park
Sunday at Franchard Cuisinaire gave us more good weather and good friction
and saw many of us push our grades and soon enough everyone started tackling
things we couldn’t have done on the first day. I was on blues and reds but my
favourite was an off-width fist-jamming crack that was meant to be orange but
was the hardest thing I tried all day.
This was another full day of satisfying climbing and everyone was in good spirits.
Monday was meant as the icing on the cake at Cul De Chien. The day started
brightly with a pleasant walk into the area and everyone started knocking off inTake in! - The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Newsletter

FONT 2003

teresting problems. All seemed well but after lunch we got rained off and had to
head back to the hostel for what made up all our evenings; beer, food, dice
games and a well earned rest.
Tuesday’s weather was the same so we all made our way back to Calais apart
from Mat Witt, Colin, DBK and Becky who wanted to try Bas Cuvier one more
time. Strangely they managed to climb and then somehow beat Kev, Alice and
myself back to Calais and took the ferry before us. Last again! Oh, well.
Jez Gittins.
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Terry Young
by Joe Begley
I climbed with Terry for 10 years after first meeting at Oundle wall. We
immediately got on, I think it was his sense of humour. I was getting into
mountaineering and he took the time out to take me on the long traditional
routes which we both loved.
We first climbed in North Wales an area that Terry loved. We had our
best times on Lliwedd, climbing Horned Crag, Paradise, Avalanche to
name a few, in all conditions. This is where I gained valuable mountaineering skills from Terry. One time we had just finished Avalanche (12
pitches) and as I was coiling the rope he said let the other two walk back
to the car and we will run up Snowdon and back down the other side to
Llanberis and meet then for evening meal....they serve to 9 at the Vic. We
started on the ridge on Snowdon, half way up the ridge he shouted overtake me if I am going to slow but, I was just about hanging in there behind him!
We climbed in Llanberis Pass where he took me up routes of which
there are too many to mention, but Nea, Phantom rib, Crackstone Rib
come to mind, I would get to the top of climbs he found difficult, where
he would say 'that was so hard, I was even considering reversing
it .'Never' he would say 'climb a route you can't reverse'! We climbed on
Cyrn Las in the pass where he lead me up 'main wall.' When we got to the
top he said 'you know the last time I was on this route I fell off in 1957'.
He was in the army at the time on 24 hour alert to the Middle East, but
had to ring up his commanding officer to inform him he was in Bangor
hospital!
We loved Tryfan, we did all the east face routes together, and the last
climb he did was First Pinnacle Rib with myself where when he got to the
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'Yellow Slab' he turned around and said 'I have never lead this slab' . So
he did! We were enjoying our climbing so much that we were a bit late
for the Climbers Club Annual Dinner, getting benighted, having to get
changed in the car park and spraying ourselves liberally with aftershave,
much to the amusement of guests arriving for dinner.
We climbed in Spain when he was in his 60's. We arrived at Riglos on
the edge of the Pyrenees. It is a very bold place but he led a route on Macizo when he had a chest infection undaunted by the size of the rock.
Terry went down with 'Snoz,' Simon and I continued on another route to
the top. It was very late when we got down off the route but he never took
his eye off us and had the local rescue team on standby for the evening!
It had been a hot day and we all rushed into the village to the local to get
some refreshment. Terry unwisely left us to phone home. By the time he
got back he said well lads, well done, I will just pay the bill and he nearly
fell over when he got the bill....well we had been thinking about it for
hours, we downed six pints each in twenty minutes!!.
We moved to Montserrat just outside Barcelona. Terry lead 'via Gede'
straight up the middle of one of largest pinnacles of the Los Gorros
formations, a long bold route about 12 pitches in all. I remember Simon
pushing his grade out on a short route at Montserrat and Terry was the
first to congratulate him on making it with a 'jolly good show' shout and
he always joined in everything with enthusiasm, leading life to the full,
even our nights out in Barcelona on the last nights in Spain.
Terry was always willing to put himself out for his friends. I remember
and incident when I broke my heal bone whilst climbing with Terry in the
Peaks. Terry took me to numerous hospitals during the morning and afternoon trying to get me immediate attention. He finally got frustrated with
the hospitals in Derby and brought me back to Peterborough, staying with
me until late in the evening.
I enjoyed Terry's company immensely and I had some of my best mountaineering days while out with him. I shall personally miss him greatly.

Joe Begley
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THOUGHTS OF A FIRSTFIRST-TIME FONTFONT-ER
(A FONT VIRGIN?)
For a couple of years now I've put up with everyone going on about Font, and
how great it is, and to be honest I thought "Well - I'm no boulderer, so what's the
attraction?" Anyway, this year I let myself be persuaded thinking that if the
bouldering wasn't much cop, at least the company would compensate.
Because of work commitments, Gill Tuck & I decided to fly out Friday night &
return late on the Monday. Our trip started OK arriving at Luton just about in
time to catch the flight, with no delays. However, when we took possession of
our hire car at Charles de Gaulle, we quickly realized we had a problem, in the
form of a maddening bleep which refused to stop despite opening & shutting
doors, clicking seat belts etc. We revisited the hire office who told us 'No Problem' we would soon have a replacement car (then they disappeared!) Unfortunately they omitted to tell
us we had to come down to
their office & sign for it, so
there we were sitting in the
car, and there were they sitting in the office. Eventually we went down to confront them, and our Cleo
was swapped for a Peugeot.
With me attempting to
navigate (Huh, ask anyone
who knows me why that's
not too clever) we managed
to get a little bit lost. At one
point when we both knew
exactly where we were
heading (just passed exit 12
on course for exit 20) - we
came up to exit 11. So we
turned around! We arrived
at Formula 1 at 1.30 am;
only just disturbing poor
Alice in the top bunk.
Saturday dawned bright &
early - we were tired beFranchard Cuisinaire
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because of our late arrival - the others because of their previous day's antics. We
went to Apremont, which was quite wonderful - for me it was just like a grownups playground, without your mum keep telling you to come down. I was surprised at how much I could actually do - that first day we must have done about
20 blue routes -and we didn't have to go far to find do-able boulders. Gill & I

Franchard Cuisinaire
teamed up with Beth from Sheffield, & Peter (from Peterborough) Actually, it
was the sort of place that when anyone found a good problem they encouraged
everyone else to try it. (Not Jack's problems, of course)
The next day we went to the Franchard Cuisinaire area, chosen because it was
going to be a scorcher and we needed the shade. Lower grade climbs seemed
more difficult here, but we still found plenty to do (or at least attempt) I took a
spectacular fall off a climb (side pull, with a pinch grip then rock-over, if you
want to know!) and managed not to land on the mat, but on my face & shoulder
on a tree bough. I was actually lucky not to injure myself, the worst bit being my
finger which hadn't wanted to let go. But I did go & finish the route 10 minutes
later, with a bit of a tip from Colin, so thanks mate.
I wasn't so pleased with him the following day, when he video'd me doing a
climb (not the easiest) and he managed to catch my 'not yet quite perfected' belly
roll top-out.! Despite offers of hard cash to trash the film, I understand its staying, so thanks a bunch, Colin.
That was our last day at Cul di Chien, where we had a great morning, but rain
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set in at about 3.00pm. thwarting my effort to do a lovely little blue lay-back
which I fell off twice, and then gave up. (Next year, perhaps?)
Gill & I managed the return trip much better, with directions from her son Peter, and although the plane was an hour late, we still made good time.
Overall, we both agreed we had had an excellent time, and have fond memories
of soft white sand, the sun streaming through pine trees, bird song (a very persistent cuckoo, and an Oriel (Gill said). And of course the lovely grippy sandstone,
with rather rounded tops. Plus, we met lots of members we hadn't climbed with
before, and made some new friends.
Also, I have to mention the beautiful little village Moret-sur Loing, and
the wonderful French batons, chocolate croissants and hot chocolate (possibly why I gained 3 lbs.!)
The only oddity was the Formula 1 toilets, which flushed when the door was
opened (and once must have got impatient & went off before I stood up) a sort
of toilet/bidet combo). Still, that's the French, I suppose - vive la difference!
Lin Marsh
Apremont

Lost
At the June hut meet an orange Cloudveil lightweight waterproof jacket was lost. If anyone
picked it up by mistake, Kevin Trickey would
really like it back...If you can help re-unite Kevin
with this garment then please phone 01733
361650
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TERRY YOUNG
15-9-1931 -- 22-5-2003
By Clive Osborne.
Terry’s unexpected death from lung cancer has left many others and me in a
state of surprise and shock. I couldn’t believe the news when I heard it because
Terry had never been a smoker and he was so fit; he ran marathons and Alpine
10,000m races! Six times he ran the London marathon. His best time was 3hrs
48mins. His last race was just two years ago so this news was all the more of a
surprise.
Terence Willifer Young was born in India, which explains his lifelong interest
in the charity Water Aid, but soon moved to North Wales in 1939 where he entered Rydal School in Colwyn Bay. From there he won an exhibition scholarship
to study medicine at Clare College Cambridge. After graduating he worked at
the London Hospital and he also began climbing. He climbed all over the country especially his ‘home’ area of North Wales but he loved visiting the Alps and
successfully climbed the Matterhorn.
For his National Service he joined the Royal Army Medical Corps and the
Parachute Regiment. I bet many wounded soldiers were a bit surprised to see the
Doctor floating down on a parachute! After his National Service he became
Registrar at Luton and Dunstable hospital where he met Liz in 1962.
They married in 1965 and he moved to Brighton hospital and then in 1968 he
moved to Peterborough as Consultant Surgeon at the Fitzwilliam Hospital,
which he founded with a few other surgeons.
Terry specialised in vascular surgery and worked single handedly at Peterborough. He eventually retired in 1993 because of poor eyesight. Just prior to his
retirement he had an operation on his own eyes and on that same day he received
a call from the hospital saying that his replacement surgeon was having difficulty with an operation and would Terry come in and supervise. Terry explained
his own situation but agreed to go in as a consultant only. Once in the operating
theatre he found the surgeon was making a mess of things so he took over and
did the whole op just hours after his own op.
This was typical of Terry. He had a huge sense of duty. He never blew his own
trumpet and was so modest about his achievements. Did you know that in one
day he climbed Snowdon six times by six different routes? The Watkin path, the
Pyg track, the Snowdon Ranger path, the Miners track, the Rhyd Ddu path and
the Llanberis track all in one day.
The memory of ‘young’ Terry that many of us have is of him dressed in climbing rubbers, yellow leggings, tie and shirt with the collar flying and a tweed
jacket. He would be half way up the climbing wall going solo or he would be
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leading a friend up some classic rock route.
I climbed with him many times but one in particular stands out. It was Gillercombe Buttress in the Lake District and we were joined by Monica Cummins
and Joe Begley. Terry was leading as usual followed by Monica, myself and Joe
on the end. We did the first few pitches and then I heard a loud heavy thump on
the rock followed by a scream from Monica.
“Terry’s fallen. Help, Clive quick. Terry’s fallen”
I quickly climbed up to join Monica who was holding on to a tight rope that disappeared over the edge she was standing on.
“Terry’s down there. He fell right past me. God I hope he’s not hurt”
I rigged an anchor for myself and just as I began to abseil down Terry’s head appeared. Blood was dribbling down one side of his face but he said,
“I’m OK. Nothing broken”
As he sat down I saw his hand looked strangely distorted. He had dislocated a
number of fingers so he proceeded to pull each one back into position. We all
watched and winced. Terry then refused to relinquish the lead. He lead climbed
past the point of his factor 2 fall and finished off the route. On the walk down he
really looked a fright for the tourists; blood all over his face (his helmet strap
had cut his forehead) and by now he was limping. Back at the cottage he was
black and blue with bruises all over his body but he was cheerful.
Other regular climbing partners included Robin Dickinson and Dick Crosbie,
with whom he did the Cuillin Ridge on Skye. It was Terry of course who led Naismith’s Route. Another regular partner was Dr John Barratt with whom he did
the Monte Rosa group in the Alps as well as frequent trips to North Wales, the
Lake District and evenings at Harrison’s rocks. Terry was a member of the
rather exclusive Climber’s Club and he even built a climbing wall in his garage
but it was not until he retired in 1993 that he joined the PMC.
In 1995 he played a major part in establishing the Peterborough Climbing Wall.
He put a large amount of his own money into the project and became a Trustee
for many years as well as Chairman of the club. I’ve spent many evenings at the
cottage listening to Terry’s jokes and stories. His stories amazed me because
they were a Who’s Who of the pillars of the climbing fraternity; Tom Patey,
Hamish McInnes, Don Whillans were just mentioned in passing!
Terry served the community in many other ways. He established the Barnack
branch of the Royal British Legion and was its Welfare Officer and Chairman.
He also worked for his lifelong favourite charity Water Aid ever since his childhood experiences in India.
Terry tried chemotherapy but we think he knew it was hopeless. He put his affairs in order and seemed to be a man at peace with himself and his God. His
wife Elizabeth nursed him devotedly and he died on Thursday 22 May 2003. He
leaves two daughters, one a teacher and one a psychologist.
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Terry was one of those extremely rare people. He was so modest and selfdeprecating but he was so talented. He never boasted of his achievements but he
was at the very top of his profession. He had a wicked sense of humour and a
wealth of jokes and stories to tell but he never spoke in front of other more noisy
people. He was extremely fit and so capable in every respect but what probably
marks him out most was his enormous sense of duty towards others. Terry added
value to life and it was a privilege to have known him.
Clive Osborne.
President.
Terry and Joe Begley
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Threading The Eye of the
Needle
Great Gable : Lakes Meet : June 2003

Napes needle from Needle Ridge

It was late on a warm
Friday evening, after an
evenings climbing on
Raven crag, sitting
round the kitchen table
in the Barclays Hut in
Langdale, that the idea
of climbing Napes Needle was suggested by
Malcolm Flat. Climbing
the Needle had been a
long standing ambition
of both Malcolm’s and
mine. My previous attempt
had
been
thwarted by mist and
rain - when we couldn’t
even find it!!! With the
weather set for fine the
next day, this time was
going to be different.
We set off early the
next morning with
Charles, Joe and Julia
Clay and Zelda the dog
for the four hour walkin to the southern face
of Great Gable. This is
Malcolm’s idea of
warming up before the

climb!!
After a brief stop for lunch at Sty Head, we parted with Julia (plus dog) and set
off to traverse round Great Gable to find Napes Needle ( this time without difficulty) well above cloud below in the valley in glorious sunshine. While I lay on
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my back studying the Needle upside down, whilst recovering from ACWS
(acute crag walk-in syndrome) and exhaustion, Malcolm and Charles sorted out
the choice of route.
The Needle is more a tower of rock with a steep slab to the front, a large crack
to one side, a big drop with plenty of exposure behind and a large squarish block
at the top. We chose to climb the Wasdale crack to the side, a Hard V. Diff with
an off width-crack and polished holds. I volunteered to lead the first pitch, having learned of the delicate manoeuvre required for the top. After a moments
hesitation on the shiny holds I was able to step outside the crack and climb up on
good holds to a shoulder, to belay just below the block and mantle shelf which
formed the top pitch.
I brought up Malcolm. He then led the short but delicate top pitch, completing
an awkward mantle shelf manoeuvre to sit astride the Needle. With only room
for two to sit comfortably at the top Malcolm brought up first me, then Charles
and Joe in turn, for our brief moment of glory at the top with him. The only thing
now was - how the hell were we going to get down!! In June 1886 Walter Parry
Hasket Smith had to down climb without any rope, but Malcolm was having non
of that. After much untangling and sorting of ropes, a half descent abseil was
rigged up down which we descended. This seemed to take as much time as
climbing up!
Charles and Joe set off on the continuation behind Napes Needle, Needle ridge,
a lovely ridge of spurs, cracks and blocks leading to the top of Great Gable.
With cloud lapping at our heels and threatening to swallow us we followed completing the top pitches Alpine style to save time on the easy ground to reach the
top by 7.00pm. After a moments pause to take in the views of Scafell Pike we
set off for home. The only thing that kept me going on the long trudge back was
the thought of being in time for last orders at the Old Dungeon Gill !!!
Ben Robotham

Julia, Joe, Zelda the
dog, Malcolm, &
Charles at Sty Head
Tarn, Great Gable.
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How to Get Down
off Napes Needle in
Ten Easy Lessons
(and survive to tell the tale!)
Sadly there have been several fatalities
due to people attempting to abseil off the
summit of Napes Needle and this practice
cannot be recommended. Instead the following is suggested.

1 Climb the Needle (by any route) to
the Shoulder. Belay from the horizontal crack in the summit block.
2 Bring up your second. Attach them
to the belay on the Shoulder.
3 Climb to the summit and belay by
draping a large loop of rope around
the overhang of the summit block on
the west side. For extra safety, you
can also leave a second long loop attached to your belay on the Shoulder.
For extra, extra safety, drop a third loop down the Gap side and get your
second to clip it into gear in the continuation of the same horizontal crack.
Sit down firmly and tighten up these various loops (use clove hitches).
4 Bring up your second, instructing them to unclip your runners (but not
your belay!) and leave them in situ.
5 Pat each other firmly on the back whilst exclaiming, "Good show Old
Boy/Girl!" - or words to that effect.
6 Top-rope/lower your second down to the Shoulder and get them to clip
the rope through your runners and re-attach themselves to the belay.
7 Down-climb to the Shoulder (with assistance from your second if required) and belay.
8 Top-rope/lower your second down to the ground via the Arête Route (the
easiest route to/from the Shoulder). Instruct them to place plenty of runners for you and clip them into the rope(s).
9 Get them to belay you whilst you climb down the Arête Route removing
the runners en route.
10 Shake hands heartily and proceed immediately to the nearest hostelry
to celebrate!
Info courtesy of Needle sports.
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LANGDALE MEET
By Lin Marsh

The evening of 30 May saw about 20 intrepid PMC members converge on the
A1 en route for the Barclay Hut at Langdale, clutching our print-outs of directions - No the hut's behind the Old Dungeon Ghyll not the New one. Never
mind, they both serve beer, so what the hell. Now, everyone knows that it always rains in the Lakes (how else did they get there?) but for once the gods were
kind to us; giving perfect weather all weekend (perhaps a little too hot sometimes, but am I being a bit too picky?)
I felt a bit sorry for the one party staying at the hut who were not in the
PMC - slightly outnumbered as we took over the showers/kitchen & general
conversation. For anyone who hasn't been there, its really in an idyllic
setting, just nestling at the foot of Langdale, and right near to some rather nice
pubs (walking/staggering distance) When I win the lottery, I just might buy it.
As more of us arrived there was the usual lively discussion about who was going to do what & with whom. Malcolm was determined to climb ‘Napes Needle’
on Great Gable, and managed to sandbag Charles, Joe, Julia, & Ben Rowbotham
to accompany him (don't think they realised the walk in (and out) would take
3.50 hours each way. Even Julia's dog struggled, and he didn't have to do the ascent.
As for me, I was "lucky" enough to get Dave Peck to climb with - it took ages
for me to dissuade him from walking to ‘Gimmer’ (too far & too steep a walkin) so we went up to ‘Raven Crag’. Still he punished me by leading me up some
right scary routes. ‘Bilberry Buttress’ was the most 'interesting' - a 3 star 3 pitch
4B,4C,4B VS. The innocent description in the guidebook belied the desperate
4B/4C moves on the first 2 pitches, but Dave was quite determined to lead it, after having previously backed off it following Nic Downy in the rain. We also
climbed a very pleasant Severe - ‘Evening Wall’, with some airy moments, and I
led the first two pitches of ‘Oak Tree Wall’ S 4A ** which involved a very small
belay stance that I found quite intimidating (specially as I couldn't find any decent gear) Still, we survived. Arrived back at the hut absolutely knackered and
just managed to drag our weary bodies to the pub.
Sunday, decided to do some short stuff on East Raven, and enjoyed the Sherlock Holmes inspired routes. These were ‘Speckled Band’, ‘Mamba’ &‘Watson's
Wall’ (that one was very hard) I led ‘Subsidiary Ridge’, which was a nice * V
Diff
Altogether it was a wonderful weekend - the photo shows the hut with Raven
Crag East in the background. Nigel assures me that that a tiny dot on the East
side of Raven crag is actually me - but you'll have to take his word for that.
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Bouldering has made
some steps towards
joining mountaineering as an expression
of culture, some boulders have become famous and acquired
names, some problems are also named
and the first asscentionists recorded, but
the problems gain
their reputation for the
beauty or daring of the
moves not because
they symbolise part of the human condition or history. My strong memories of Font are the moves experienced through how my body felt. This
sensory experience for me is outside the domains of language and symbol safeguarding bouldering for me from ambush by culture and preserving it as a pure expression of climbing. Font is an experience worth repeating.
Peter Lane

www.peterboroughmc.org.uk
You may have noticed by now that the Website has had a bit of a face-lift. This
is the first phase in a radical overhaul of the site that will make it much more of a
member’s resource than it is at present.
Most of the work done so far allows us to modify the content of the site by updating a database. Although at the moment you won’t see too much difference in
the content it will be easier to administer and keep up to date. For those of you
that care it’s been reworked using Microsoft’s ASP. Net.
The next phase will be to implement security on a member by member basis to
allow members to update their own contact details, upload your own photos to
the gallery and view a directory of other members phone numbers (you will need
to opt in to be included in this, the default will be to be excluded). Other enhancements are in the pipeline too.
More details to follow after the climbing season has quietened down a bit!
Any comments, bug reports, messages of lavish praise or job offers to webmaster@peterboroughmc.org.uk.
Kevin Trickey
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Are you sure this is the Lake District?
By Graham Robinson

This was my first time climbing up in the Lakes, and what an introduction it
was. Could not believe the only moisture dropping, came from my palms. Certainly did not need my Salopettes or down jacket.
Most people on the trip spent both days of the weekend at Raven Crag. Some
parties did make the extra effort to sample rock further a field, but Raven had
plenty to keep me satisfied. What’s more being on the doorstep to the Barclays
hut (a thigh burning 25 minutes doorstep at that) saved time on any walk-ins.
Raven is a very dramatic rock face, which the PMC took over. Always nice to be
able to spot other club
Barclays hut - Langdale
members on adjacent
climbs. Reassurance that it
is quite normal being up
there.
Saturday saw me climbing with Kevin. With not a
great deal of multi-pitch
rock time, the day was to be
an important learning experience. With Kevin’s
guidance we led through
two superb Severes;
‘Original route’ and ‘Evening wall’. To make the most of the excellent weather a
final route was called for. A pleasant looking line, graded at MS. The route was
called ‘Savernake’, should have been called ‘Wolf in sheep’s clothing’. Much
more apt, seeing as it gave us both the most trouble of the day. The first two
pitches looked of greater interest, so Kevin kindly allowed me to lead both. This
was after previously pinching sections of my leads due to unclear belay points.
My second pitch, lead up a narrowing crack line with a tapering mini-roof, causing restriction. This limited movement due to body position being crunched up
and out of balance. So who says being tall is an advantage?
Then Kevin’s final pitch caused more grey matter action. Strange how you are
always glad when your partner has just lead a tricky pitch. You are brought up to
their belay with your first greeting words, “I’m glad I didn’t lead that bit”. Obviously when on the sharp end, your body secretes extra determination (or is that
desperation) and you just get on with it. Because you have to.
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The reward for Saturday’s hard work, a few beers (well we had to replace fluids) and a nice meal. They certainly hit the spot. Sitting outside the Stickle barn
was a great end to the day with more sunburnt red arms than Brits in Benidorm.
On Sunday I had the pleasure of climbing with Peter. I did manage to christen
my new quick draws, an emotional stage. Though getting them scratched back at
the hut was quicker than I’d expected. Cheers Jon! ‘Centipede’ (S) was our route
of choice. We were impressed with ‘Centipede’, a very traditional (round the
houses) route, that snaked its way up the rocks weaknesses. I had the initial pitch
which very quickly became rather tricky after searching around and placing a
bomber bit of gear. Luckily I was off route. Even luckier Peter recommended I
came right a touch. Good job seeing as my line would have taken the overhanging crack at E2 6a! Surprising how a good piece of pro can lead you astray. The
most interesting pitch for me was leading through for the third pitch. Peter
brought me up to his belay which consisted of quite an intimate stance. After
taking it in turns to swap gear I left the comfort of the belay ledge and traversed
across thin holds to the arête. This was then ascended. Not a great deal to shake
a nut at with regards protecting the traverse. So when Peter commented what a
great photo this would make what with the valley below, I chose not to look
around and reflect upon my position.
The top was rather confusing, forcing me to lead an extra mini pitch rather
than just walk off east. Always a giggle walking down steep grassy ramps in
rock shoes. Especially when you are hobbling down like an old man, thanks to
the comfort values of rock shoes being on level par with an torture device! And
some call them slippers?
My final lead was the single pitch of ‘Mamba’ (S) on Raven Crag East. The
rock was of a very compact nature, therefore it did not give much gear placement without a search. Also once found I wouldn’t use the description bomber!
It was a good physical climb, with strong moves minus the requirement of any
precise footwork. Right up my street. Setting up the belay was also amusing.
Walking about 6m away from the edge, setting up anchors on a face, then returning to the edge. This created a washing line like appearance. Very pretty when
three leaders have set up their, “lines”, in similar fashion.
To make matters more interesting, I had an unofficial race on with a climber
on the next line. As protection was limited finding placements was a first come
first served arrangement. So in the nut eat nut world of trad climbing you had to
be quick. Though I am not sure what he was doing on my severe line.
On the final climb, I seconded Peter up ‘Speckled Band’. Peter gave me a
master class on stitching up a route. If there’s a placement, he’s sure to find it.
To be fair the majority weren’t the sort of placements you’d trust your house on,
so backing up was required. But still I was concerned quick draws would run out
before the top out.
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Biggest result of the weekend was overtaking Dave in his fruity BMW on the
way home. Granted we did trickle past him when our lane of the M6 congestion
put a spurt on, but that still counts. And I’ll say no more on how he past me
once the jam cleared!
It is quite a slog to get up to the Lakes, but when you have such a cracking
couple of days, it is well worth the effort. I must say a big thank-you to trip organiser Dave Peck, also to Kevin and Peter for their patience and guidance. Top
weekend.

CRAGGS AT THE CRAG!
Burbage North, 22nd June, sunny & windy – Lin decided to lead a tricky little
number called “Ringo”; a Severe 4a which feels as if it should be at least an
HVS 5a!! We both struggled and cursed up the jamming crack & were just getting our breath at the top when a large chap cruised up it after us. Makes you
sick!! What was even sicker was an even older chap with whitening beard made
hand-jamming look ridiculously easy as he seconded up it in great style.
We were studying the “Gritstone East” book to decide on our next route, when
they came back to the bottom of the climb. “What do you think of that book?”
asked the younger one – “Great we both replied”. “Why?” I asked. – “’Cause I
wrote it!” replied none other than Chris Craggs. After getting him to sign the
book for me and insisting he actually delivered the two kisses he’d written under
his name (that will teach him a lesson!), I asked what they both thought of our
next planned climb “Still Orange” – a Severe 4a in the “Knight’s Move” area.
The older chap then said that he knew it well – as, when he was asked to look at
the climbs for a guide book in 1956, it looked like an obvious route but wasn't
included. So, he made a first ascent and it was the first route he ever put up –
none other than Dave Gregory! He is still climbing very well at 69 years old despite a nearly fatal 40 ft fall off “Central Climb” at the Roaches a few years ago,
whilst checking the climb for the new “Western Gritstone” guidebook.
I was slightly embarrassed as he watched me climb “Still Orange”. The wind
was blowing hard from my right hand side at the top where the 4a hand-jamming
move lies. Still, I managed it in the end – and later sent the book to him to sign
for me above the picture of his climb. “Happy jamming – Dave Gregory” he
wrote!
Gill Tuck.
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Kev’s Gig Guide
Northumberland (Aug 22--3)
The delightful sandstone crags of Northumberland provide the playground for
this meet, led by local lad in exile, Dave Fleet. Northumberland also boasts
great walking in the Cheviot Hills and along Hadrians Wall – and is just 70
miles from Edinburgh. As well as Hadrian’s Wall there are also the other famous tourist locations of Holy Island (Lindisfarne) and Alnwick castle. Something for everyone, surely? Contact Dave on 01733 898172
Pembroke (Aug 1616-25)
The annual club meet to Pembroke replaces the normal North Wales meet this
month. The annual fun and sun by the sea is a bit special. The climbing lurks
beneath the 186 mile Pembrokeshire coastal path and offers enough climbing for
several (full) lifetimes. You might even get an appreciative audience of seals.
There are of course some glorious beaches when it all gets too much and sticky
buns at Ma Weston’s tea rooms in Bosherston are obligatory. Contact Simon
Gough-Brown on 01733 236823.
North Yorkshire (Sept 66-7)
The Picturesque village of Malham in the North Yorks moors provides the backdrop for this weekend’s activities. The chosen campsite is within easy walking
distance of Goredale Scar and it is just as easy to walk to Malham Cove from the
site as it is from the official car park in the village. For those with a more
‘gritty’ bent some of the most famous Yorkshire Grit crags are within easy driving distance – Ilkley, Crookrise, Eastby etc. Walkers are ideally situated for the
challenge of the Yorkshire 3 peaks (and lots of less challenging stuff too) and
it’s also a very popular mountain biking venue. Two great pubs serving Timothy Taylors landlord complete picture. Contact Nick Downey on 01553 766766.
Wales – The Craic (20(20-21 Sept)
This month we have a contingent from the Irish Mountaineering Club descending on the cottage. Club Chairman Will Kimberley climbed with some of their
members last year and this exchange meet is a direct result of that (we should be
visiting them next year). So come along and help show them some classic
Welsh climbing and mountaineering. And, of course, enjoy the Craic. Contact
Will Kimberley on 01778 380005
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Viking Challenge (October 5)
This is a charitable 50km mountain bike ride through the Vale of Belvoir near
Grantham. Also known as the cake run, the route passes through several villages
which the locals have packed full of homemade sandwiches and more cake than
you’ve ever seen in you life. And it’s all included in the entry fee. Over 1,000
took part last year and it’s a highly recommended day out. More info on http://
www.vikingchallenge.org.uk/ or from Kevin Trickey on 01733 361650. If you
enter, please specify your team as ‘Peterborough Mountaineering Club’.
Peak Day (October 12)
Paul Rowlands is leading the first Autumnal meet to the Peak, so hopefully conditions shouldn’t be too hot and sweaty. Destination to be decided. Contact
Paul on 01733 757324.
Wales (Oct 18/19)
Last realistic chance for decent climbing weather in Wales before 2004. Meet
leader TBA
Winter Sun Rock (1(1-8 Nov)
Majorca is the probable destination for this week long trip. Cheap flights via
Easy Jet and good accommodation courtesy of former PMC member Stu Tyrell
(www.terracottages.co.uk) will make a great, sunny, warm alternative to those
grey November days at home. The sooner we book, the cheaper it will be, so
contact me (Kevin Trickey on 01733 361650) ASAP. Once we’ve selected a
villa and filled it, no more places will be available (realistically there will be a
maximum of 10 places.). Book now to avoid disappointment.
Wales – Chilli Bash (22(22-23)
Meet leader and chief chef Beth Rawson will be in charge of this year’s Chilli
bash. Vegetarian and carnivorous options will be available. To aid Beth with
the ingredient purchasing, it would be useful to get an idea of numbers sometime
before she needs to start cooking it, so if you’re planning to go please let her
know on 0114 2312567.
Slideshow (Dec 7)
The latest catalogue of the club exploits in the form of both slides and the full on
multimedia extravaganza that’s worked so well at the last couple of shows. Paul
Rowlands (01733 757324) is the host.
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Christmas Meet (Dec 2020-21)
HELP!! We need someone with good organisational skills to look after the
Christmas meet. Why? Well someone needs to co-ordinate the buying and
cooking of Christmas Dinners for everyone who turns up. Note you don’t have
to actually cook the dinner – that’s where you delegate. I’m looking for volunteers initially before I start the arm-twisting in earnest.
Wales (Jan 17/18 2004)
The first meet of 2004. I’ll try to book the snow. Meet leader TBA
Training For Climbing (Jan 25 2004)
Dave Fleet’s annual training event, ideal if you’re fairly new to the sport and
want to improve or to get rid of those bad habits you’ve picked up over the
years. Contact Dave on 01733 898172.
Scottish Ice (Feb)
Mick Brunton will be leading this trip to (hopefully) snowy Scotland. Final
dates to be decided (whenever Mick can get the holiday…) Contact Mick on
0796 181708.
Coming next year…
In the pipeline for next year (the club’s 50th anniversary)
Spring Sun Rock – Costa Blanca (mid-March)
Fontainebleau – Provisionally early May
The Craic part 2 – Wicklow (Irish MC Exchange meet)
French club exchange (exchange meet with a French club - venue to be decided)
The 50th anniversary meal (September 18 2004)
50 routes for 50 years (more details next issue)

For Sale
MERRELL CHAMELEON
XCR approach shoes
Vibram sole unit Size 10 As new in box
Contact Ross or Em on
01733 358634 eve. Or 01733 330202 day
£40.00 (rrp £79.99)
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ABOUT THE PETERBOROUGH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
PMC is a friendly, successful club with nearly
200 members of all ages. We hold regular
trips to the Peak District, Wales, the Lake District and the Scottish Highlands to walk and
climb. Each year we organise many club
events including trips to the Alps, sunny Spain
France, plus training sessions, courses, socials, master classes,…...etc etc etc…(you
get the picture!)
The club owns a luxurious hut in Snowdonia
(hot showers / fitted kitchen / drying room )
and the climbing wall in Peterborough. The
wall is open 7pm - 10pm weekdays, 1pm 9pm weekends and is at the Sports Club (and
bar) beside Edith Cavell Hospital (CLUB
NIGHTS TUESDAYS). Non members are
very welcome to join us at most events and
you are welcome to use the climbing wall at
any time. We offer the following benefits of
Membership:

• 25% discount every time you climb
(£3.50 vs. £4.50 for non members);

• 30% discount on hut fees at the
Snowdonia cottage;

• Membership of the club bar and use
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of changing rooms at the climbing
wall ;
10% discount at climbing shops
across the UK;
Training and expedition grants to
subsidise your personal
development;
3rd party BMC mountaineering
insurance;
An active social life (training
courses, events, competitions, dinners, BBQ`s, etc;
Quarterly club newsletter;
A source of walking and climbing
partners;
Meeting like minded, adventurous
people.

-------------------------------------------------------------APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Please complete the details below legibly, sign, enclose your remittance (made payable to
"Peterborough mountaineering club”) and return to Lin Marsh, 156, Fulbridge Road, Peterborough
PE1 3LF. Individual membership = £20. Family = £30.
I wish to apply for membership of the Peterborough Mountaineering Club. I understand that the
Club's rules state: “Members and guests participating in club activities do so entirely at their own risk.
Neither the Club nor its Officers, nor its Committees will accept any responsibility for any injury, loss
or damage to persons or property”. I understand that the committee has the right to revoke any membership at their discretion. I am over 18 years of age.
Full Name: _________________________________________________ (BMC Insurance included)
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Post Code:___________________

Telephone:_______________________________________

Second family member_______________________________________ (BMC Insurance Included)
Note: Extra BMC insurance is available at £4.50 per 3rd and subsequent person (s)
I agree to abide by the PMC's rules and conditions if I am elected a member of the club.
Signature of applicant:_____________________________________________ Date: / /20___
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Aug 2/3
16-25 Aug
Sept 6/7
Sept 20/21
Oct 5
Oct 12
Oct 18/19
Nov
Nov 15/16
Dec 7
Dec 20/21
Jan 17/18
Jan 25
Feb
Feb 21/22
Mar 20/21

Northumberland
Meet leader Dave Fleet
Pembroke Meet (hut meet)
Meet leader Simon GB
Yorkshire Meet
Meet Leader Nick Downey
Wales Hut Meet - Irish visit
Meet leader Will Kimberly
Viking challenge
Meet leader Kevin Trickey
Autumn Peak
Meet leader Paul Rowlands
Wales hut meet
Meet leader TBA
Winter sun rock trip - TBA
Meet leader Kevin Trickey
Wales hut meet (The chilli bash)
Meet leader Beth Rawson
Slide show and photo comp
Meet leader Paul Rowlands
Wales Xmas hut meet
Meet leader TBA
Wales hut meet
Meet leader TBA
Training for climbing
Meet leader Dave Fleet
Scottish Ice
Meet leader Mick Brunton
Wales Hut meet
Meet leader TBA
Wales Hut meet - Spring walk
Meet leader Dave Tearle

Tel: 01733 898172
Tel: 01733 236823
Tel: 01553 766766
Tel: 01778 380005
Tel: 01733 361650
Tel: 01733 757324
Tel:
Tel: 01733 361650
Tel: 01142 671017
Tel: 01733 757324
Tel:
Tel:
Tel: 01733 898172
Tel: 07880 557933
Tel:
Tel: 01778 344957

For details of events without contacts, please see the Wall notice board nearer the date
Note: Non-members are welcome and
encouraged to join us on these events
It is the best time to meet us!
Lifts are normally arranged at the wall
On the Tuesday evening before the event.
Occasionally an event may change, for
confirmation on future events, contact
Kevin Trickey on 01733 361650.

“ Thank you to all the members who took the
time to write articles for this issue”. Please remember
it is your newsletter, and we need your stories and
articles, so please keep them coming in. send your articles
to Nick Downey. Tel no: 01553 771306

Remember the all new PMC web site:
www.peterboroughmc.org.uk

